There is a growing need for expertise both in image analysis and in software engineering. To date, these two areas have been taught separately in an undergraduate computer science curriculum. However, we have found that introduction to image analysis can be easily integrated in a data structures courses without detracting from the original goal of teaching data structures. Some of the image processing tasks o er a natural way to introduce basic data structures such as arrays, queues, stacks, trees, and hash tables. Not only does this integrated strategy expose the students to image related manipulations at an early stage of the curriculum but it also imparts cohesiveness to the data structure assignments and brings them closer to real life than is the usual practice. In this paper we present a set of programming assignments which integrates undergraduate data structures education with image processing tasks. These assignments can be incorporated in existing data structures courses with low time and software overheads. We have used these assignment sets thrice: once in a quarter duration data structure course at the University of California, Santa Barbara and the other two times in semester duration courses at the University of South Florida, Tampa. This set of assignments is unique and very unlike the simple nature of the problems that one is usually asked to program in a typical data structures course.
I. Introduction
A course on data structures deals with the issues involved with manipulating data under the constraints of certain structural speci cations. It is usually the rst course in software engineering. Image analysis or processing is involved with algorithms which process and extract information from images. A survey of university curriculums will reveal that these two courses have been essentially disjoint. There has been very little e ort to integrate these two seemingly disparate areas at an undergraduate level. This paper presents our e ort towards such an integration e ort. With the recent advances in hardware and decreasing computing costs, we have seen an increased need for expertise in image computations 1]. Various databases have images, e.g., medical and multimedia databases. Almost all software products have graphical user interfaces which involve manipulating images. Hence, as a software engineer one needs to know about image processing algorithms. Similarly, an image expert needs to be aware of e cient programming methodologies. It is not enough to just know the theoretical basis of a noise removal algorithm. One has to implement the algorithm using e cient data structures. Thus, there is a need to integrate data structures and image computations. We have experimented with such an integration at an early stage of the curriculum through a set of data structures assignments using images. We have tested this set in class three times; once as a quarter course at the University of California, Santa Barbara and two times as semester durations courses at the University of South Florida, Tampa. These assignments can be incorporated in existing data structures courses with low time and software overheads. The added advantage of these exercises is that unlike toy problems which are typically used to illustrate data structure principles, images provide an avenue to face real life programming challenges. In Section II we provide a course description. Section III discusses the image related background that is necessary. We outline a set of image related programming tasks that we have tried in Section IV. Section V presents the advantages of proposed strategy from a software engineering point of view. More image related tasks that can be used for data structures assignments are listed in Section VI. We conclude with Section VII.
II. Course Description
We propose this integration of image computation into a rst level undergraduate data structures course in the computer science department. The students need not have prior exposure to image processing but should have exposure to a computer language. We experimented with this integration once using C and the other times using Ada. We used Dale et al.'s textbook 2] and Horowitz & Sahni's textbook 3] as the main source for data structures and provided image related information as one handout during the semester. The programming was mainly done in the UNIX environment with Ada and C compilers. The students sometimes used PCs to log onto the UNIX system and hence had to use PC based image display softwares to see images on screen. Note that PC versions of C and Ada compilers are available and hence it is possible to o er this course entirely on a PC.
III. Image Related Background
To enable the student to complete the assignments, we provided them with some image related background. One lecture and a handout described the following 1 .
1. How are images represented in the computer? We discussed the issues of sampling and quantization, and the concept of pixels. We found that this was the main conceptual barrier that some students had to break; an image in a computer is just a bunch of numbers. 
IV. Programming Tasks
The programming tasks are designed to achieve the following goals:
1. Introduce the students to basic abstract data structures such as arrays, stacks, queues, trees, linked lists, and hash tables. 2. Introduce basic programming concepts of sorting, depth rst and breadth rst searches, iteration, and recursion. 3. Inculcate good programming practices of modularity, software re-usability, information hiding, and encapsulation. Ada is a particularly nice language in this regard as it demands good programming practices from the student. 4. Introduce the students to basic image manipulation tasks such as reading and writing images from and to a le, connected component labeling, run length coding, quad trees encoding, simple pattern recognition, and median ltering.
The images for the assignments include binary and gray level images. Fig. 1 shows samples of the images used. The gray level images, which are from the Mars PathFinder mission, were specially popular with students. For each assignment, the students worked in teams of two or three and were given about two weeks to complete it.
A. Assignment 1 (Arrays)
The rst assignment teaches how to manipulate array data structures and how to set up nested iteration loops. The task involves reading, writing, and manipulating images. The students are asked to design and implement an image abstract data type (ADT) which stores images and allows the following operations on the image: read image le, save image to a le, get pixel value at an image location, and set pixel value at a particular location. Using this ADT the students write an application which interacts with the user to perform tasks such as computing statistics about the image pixel values, computing image zooms, image intensity thresholding, and binary morphological open and close operations. Di erent combination of these subtasks can accomplish meaningful image outputs. For example, on the Mars images ( Fig. 1 ) thresholding followed by morphological opening segments the dark rocks from the background. This output can be easily visually appreciated.
B. Assignment 2 (Stacks and Queues)
The second assignment introduces the student to queues and stacks and to the image processing problem of connected component labeling. They are asked to design the stack and the queue ADTs and resuse the image ADT designed in the rst assignment.
Using these ADTs they solve the problem of connected component labeling given a starting pixel. They explore two algorithms, one based on breadth rst search and the other based on depth rst search. For breadth rst search, the queue ADT is used to store the neighbors of a pixel. For depth rst search, the stack ADT is used to backtrack. The use of images also helps us to illustrate these two basic search strategies in a visual manner by stopping the labeling process at intermediate iterations and looking at the labeled image. This connected component labeling output can have meaningful correlates depending on the image domain. For example, connected component labeling of the output of the rst assignment enables us to extract the pixels corresponding to the individual rocks in the Mars images.
C. Assignment 3 (Linked Lists)
In this assignment, the students learn how to design and manipulate list of list structures. One of the tasks is to construct the run length code of the image. The run length code is stored as a linked list of list ADT. The students are also asked to invert or compute image unions and intersections using this run length code. Another possibility to ask the students to design a list of list structure to store the connected component pixels from the second assignment in a sorted manner. The parent list corresponds to the individual rocks from which sublists of pixels, constituting the respective components, are attached.
D. Assignment 4 (Tree)
In this assignment the students gain experience with manipulating tree based data structures. One of the tasks deal with constructing quad tree representations of binary images. In a quad tree representation the image is recursively broken into four parts until one has homogeneous regions. The programming task is to design a quad tree ADT where at each node there are four children and to manipulate this ADT to perform the logical AND/NOT/OR operations. The second possibility is to construct point quad trees of the centroids of the connected components, starting from the largest component. This quad tree can be used to answer range queries which can correspond to meaningful real questions. For example, in the Mars images we can e ciently answers questions like: Is there a \rock" (connected component) near pixel (x, y)? How far is the closest \rock"(connected component) to location (x, y)?
E. Assignment 5 (Graphs)
The goal of this assignment is to introduce graph data structure through the task of image based spatial reasoning. The speci c task is to decide if it is possible to traverse from one \rock"(connected component) in the Mars image to another by jumping through intermediate \rocks" but with a maximum jump distance of N pixels each time. This will help answer queries about whether a \frog-robot" can reach a particular rock from another rock by jumping through intermediate rocks; a task which the students usually nd interesting.
To solve this query we use graph theory. Let each node in a graph represent a \rock". The links between the nodes denote whether we can go from one \rock" to the other in one jump (assuming an user de ned maximum distance). Each connected component of the graph determine the subset of nodes amongst whom we can travel.
F. Assignment 6 (Hashing)
In this assignment the students attack the problem of simple 2D shape classi cation using hashing. We assume that in each image we have one object (or a single object can be extracted by connected component labeling as in Assignment 2). The horizontal and vertical projections of the shape results in two arrays whose each cell corresponds to the number of black pixels in each column and row, respectively. The students use these two arrays to construct an hash index and store the shape ID at that index. Given another instance of shape, the program should be able to retrieve it by hashing.
G. Assignment 7 (Sorting)
Median lter is a non-linear lter which is very e ective in speckle noise cleanup while preserving the image discontinuities. In median ltering each pixel is replaced by the median of its neighbors. This median can be calculated by rst sorting the neighbor values and then picking the middle value. As a part of this exercise the students implement and compare with respect to computational complexity, memory requirements, and run times four sorting algorithms: selection sort, insertion sort, quick sort, and merge sort. 
V. Discussion
The advantages of structuring the assignments around image computations is three fold. First, there is a coherent thread through out the assignments. This is in contrast to usual practice of separate small tasks for each assignment. Fig. 2 shows a sequence of image related tasks which was divided into ve programming assignments. The output of one assignment was used as the input of another. Second, the design aspect of undergraduate education is emphasized. In the rst few assignments we provide signi cant guidance to implement the data structures. However towards the end, the students have freedom to design their own data structure implementation. They also work in groups of two or three which exposes them to team work. They learn that it is not su cient for just individuals to perform but that the whole team should have a net positive performance. Third, the assignment set emphasizes good software principles such as modularity, information hiding, and resuse. Fig. 3 shows the individual data structure modules that have to created for the sequence of tasks shown in Fig. 2 . Notice how at the end of the semester, we have a neat set of data structure modules interacting to perform non-trivial tasks. A non-modular software design for the same task would have to very messy and di cult to maintain. Besides, the modular structure eases software resuse. For later assignments modules designed in the previous assignments are reused. For each data structure, the implementation information is hidden from the user. All interactions between data structures are through the functions and procedures provided for each data structure. This enables us to switch implementation of particular data structure from, say, array based to pointer based without changing the other modules.
VI. More Image Related Tasks
In this section we list some of the other image related tasks which can be assigned. We would like to add a caveat that unlike the tasks discussed so far, we have not yet tried these in a classroom setting. However, we do not see any reasons why they cannot be used to enhance a traditional data structures course. For more ideas about spatial data structures, we refer the reader to an excellent advanced text by Samet 4]. of parallel lines. We should rst construct a graph with links representing the existence of pairwise parallel relations. Connected components will correspond to a grouping. These components can be easily found using depth rst or breadth rst search.
8. Heaps: Heap tree structure is ideal for sequentially accessing data in an ordered fashion. Accessing groups of edges based on saliency is a natural application.
It is usually a very enriching experience for the students if we can string the assignments in a common theme. This is easily a orded by image analysis tasks. Various possibilities include concentrating on tasks such as simple character recognition, grouping edge segments, motion detection, and classi cation of simple shapes.
VII. Conclusions
We presented a set of image related assignments which can be easily integrated in an existing basic data structures course. From a data structures point of view, image processing is an excellent real life application area to study the data structures instead of the usual mundane applications suggested in data structure textbooks. It also enables the students to get exposed to image manipulation on the computer, a task which has become common place. From an image processing point of view, one is exposed to the usage of e cient data structures to enhance an algorithm performance and learn about valuable software engineering principles such as abstraction, modularity, encapsulation, and information hiding. We have conducted this course thrice and have found that the students like the assignments especially because they can visually see the results of their program. We hope others can duplicate our experience. 
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